
H-AA SERIES



At 43 revolutions per minute,
HUROM captures natural health

With its world-class, patented Slow Squeezing Technology, 

Hurom creates juices that retain all the fresh nutrients straight from nature.

Homemade quality, fit to your taste. 





COMPACT & SLIM 
design with the Curve of Innovation

With a streamlined design that includes smooth curves and gradually becomes 
slimmer in the back, HUROM brings you stylish, yet modern and innovative beauty.

The wavy curves on the lower body further highlight the design and add 
perfection as an interior home appliance.



Introducing the newest

Alpha Chamber
Ultem Screw
Squeezes nature’s nutrients straight into juice.

17 rpm Spinning Brush
At just 17rpm, slowly rotates to mix ingredients
and keep the most nutrients in juices.

No blockage while putting in ingredients!
Reduces pulp inside the chamberwith pulp expelling effortlessly!
Quieter and smoother operation.
 
Enhanced structure and convenient cleaning

*New accessory, Ice-cream strainer



Semi-Transparent
Hopper

Watch your ingredients from start to finish.

Not only does the translucent hopper allow us to 

visually check whether ingredients are getting stuck or 

being processed smoothly, but also adds a fun element 

when juicing together with children.

H-AA, made for user convenience



H-AA, made for user convenience

No blockage while putting 
ingredients!

You can extract juice without clogging by smoothly 

adding ingredients.

With an even quieter and smoother operation, 

remaining residue inside the chamber is reduced while 

enabling easy opening of the hopper.



H-AA, made for user convenience

No blockage 
while releasing pulp
Convenient cleaning

Outlet pressure is dispersed to increase the power to 

discharge remaining residue inside the Chamber.

More convenient to clean with an open top outlet.



H-AA, made for user convenience

A little more slowly,
Extraction to minimize loss of nutrients 

A spinning brush that slowly rotates at 17 RPM to mix juice 
and prevent it from overflowing outside the chamber.



COOLING AIR VENT

Minimized motor heat with a low-speed 
motor that slowly rotates.

Air vent that helps cool down the motor to 
ensure safe usage when extracting juice.

H-AA, made for user convenience



EASY-MOVING HANDLE

The curves on both sides of the bottom 
highlight the exterior of the body and have a 

functional role beyond design.
A body that is even more convenient and easy 

to move by placing fingers on both grooves and 
lifting up.

H-AA, made for user convenience



At 43rpm, keeps 
nutrients intact with 

Hurom’s slow squeezing 
technology

The juice cap helps to mix 
of ingredients within the 
chamber, as well as aid in 

easy-cleaning after juicing

The robust Ultem Squeezing 
Screw, Hurom’s core component, 
uses slow squeezing technology 
to make natural and healthy juice

The hopper is designed for 
optimized stability and safety 

for users

The AC motor with high 
energy efficiency minimizes 

noise and vibration

The control lever allows for maximum 
extraction of core nutrients from seeds 

and peels, giving Hurom juice a high 
nutritional value

A set of the Fine Strainer for juice 
and the Ice Cream Strainer for 

desserts, to be used according to 
preference

Efficient energy consumption, 150W
Electricity Down! Nutrition Up!

(Blender & High speed juicer’s electric energy

consumption range between 800~1300W)

The 4-winged Spinning Brush rotates 
between the strainer and chamber 

blending the juice as it is being made

The Safety Sensor makes 
sure the machine operates 
only when the chamber is 

accurately assembled



Homemade natural Ice cream 
with the HUROM

Easily make natural, homemade desserts 
with no artificial additives, all by yourself.

NO SUGAR, NO ADDITIVES

Convenient accessory



Tritan Chamber
BPA Free Plastic, Tritan

It is not manufactured with 
bisphenol A(BPA) or other 
bisphenols, such as BPS.

Ultem + Stainless steel strainer
Bacteria Free Using Stainless 
Durable and Harm Free Ultem 

Harm Free, BPA Free,
Eco-friendly, Hurom

POM Brush holder
Silicone Brush

Chemical resistance, friction & 
wear resistance

Usually used in Thermos and Toys.

PEI [Ultem] Ultem Squeezing Screw 
Outstanding elevated thermal resistance, 

high strength and stiffness, and broad 
chemical resistance



H-AA SERIES
 Specification
 Chamber Type Alpha Chamber (Lever Type, Cap)

 Chamber Capacity 500ml

 RPM Squeeizng Screw 43rpm
Spinning Brush 17rpm

 Materials

Body : ABS

Chamber : Tritan

Squeezing Screw : PEI(ULTEM)

Fine Strainer : Stainless steel/PEI(ULTEM)

Ice cream strainer : BISEN

Hopper : ABS

 Size 179.7(W) x 223(D) x 407.4(H) mm

 Weight 4.8kg (Body: 3.46kg, Chamber : 1.34kg)

 Motor A/C

 Voltage, Hz, 
 Power consumption 100~230V, 50~60Hz, 150W

 Cord Length 1.4M

 Standard usage Up to 30 minutes continuously


